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Abstract 

After a br': f review of the BRST formalism and of the Parisi-Wu stochastic quantization 
method we introduce the BRST stochastic quantization scheme. It allows the second quantiza
tion of constrained Hamiltonian systems in a manifestly gauge symmetry preserving way. The 
examples of the relativistic particle, the spinning particle and the bosonic string are worked out 
in detail. The paper is closed by a discussion on the interacting field theory associated to the 
relativistic point particle system. 
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1 Introduction 
In the last years BRST concepts [1-3] have become increasingly popular, providing powerful 
and elegant techniques for quantizing constrained systems [4-6]. There is little doubt that the 
significance of the BRST scheme is» specifically due to the tremendous amount«.-1 developments in 
the quantization of string theories [7-8]. In contrast to the investigations of the quantum BRST 
aspects, however, also a deeper understanding of the underlying classical structures and their 
£-*>metrical interpretation has been obtained [9-10]. The central role in the scheme is played 
by the BRST generator Q, which in a Harciltonian formulation fulfills offshell nilpotency and 
which can be constructed gauge independently. 

In this paper we intend to discuss the merging of the BRST formalism with a quantization 
scheme, which also is rooted deeply in classical mechanics, more precisely in classical statistical 
mechanics: We propose the generalization of the stochastic quantization scheme of Parisi and 
Wu [11] to the BRST formalism in extended configuration space. Stochastic quantization was 
introduced in 1981 as a novel method for the quantization of field theories. It provides an 
intriguing connection between quantum field theory and statistical mechanics and has grown 
into a uselful tool in several areas of quantum field theory [12-13]. One of its particularly 
interesting aspects lies in the quantization of gauge theories, where no gauge fixing terms are 
needed. As a consequence stochastic quantization preserves the full gauge symmetry throughout 
and constitutes a manifestly gauge covariant quantization scheme. 

Our proposed quantization procedure (we would like to call it the "BRST stochastic quanti
zation scheme") generally enables us to perform the second quantization of constrained Hamilto
ns an systems. Similarly as in the Parisi-Wu formulation the quantization can again be achieved 
in a manifestly gauge symmetry preserving way, without the necessity of introducing gauge 
fixing terms. In contrast to the original scheme, however, there no more remains any diffusion 
of the gauge modes -nd the equilibrium limits of the stochastic correlations are generally well 
defined. 

We prove - generally for the free case and specifically also for the interacting field theory 
level of the relativistic point particle system - that these correlations agree with the conventional 
Green functions of the gauge fixed theory. The apparent puzzle of ending up with Green functions 
of a gauge fixed quantum field theory, having, however, never introduced gauge fixing terms 
nor destroyed any gauge invariance, finds its resolution in the inherent geometrical structure of 
the BRST stochastic quantization scheme: We will show that it is the choice of a metric in the 
BRST extended phase space, which is related to the conventional gauge fixing procedure. 

This paper is the long writeup of two previous shorter communications [14,15]. After a brief 
introduction to the BRST formalism (Sect. 2) and to the stochastic quantization scheme (Sect. 
3) we explain the principles of the BRST stochastic quantization method (Sect. 4). We present 
a detailed discussion for the relativistic point particle (Sect. 5), the spinning particle (Sect. 6) 
and the open bosonic string (Sect. 7). We restrict ourselves to the free field theory case, except 
in Sect. 8, where we will study also the interacting level of the relativistic point particle system. 
We close with an outlook (Sect. 9). 

2 The BRST Formalism for Hamiltonian Constrained Systems 
In this section we try to collect in a pedagogical and mathematically rather informal way 
basic facts about the BRST formalism for Hamiltonian constrained systems. Given the several 
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extensive reviews on this subject (as especially [3]) we will mostly select the material with respect 
to our desired applications. We will emphasize the BRST construction of classical gauge field 
theories from first quantized constrained mechanical systems. 

Usually particle physicists learn about BRST concepts when studying the path integral 
quantization of Yang-Mills theories [16]- It may then seem natural to consider the Faddeev-
Popov ghost fields as a mathematical artefact, serving mainly to express the Faddeev-Popov 
determinant. There are, however, rather compelling arguments to attribute a much deeper 
significance to the ghosts, implying far reaching structures. One of the reasons to give ghost 
fields a more fundamental status derives from the fact that in more complicated gauge theories 
self-interactions of the ghosts may be required [17,18]. More intriguing, however, is that under 
the BRST transformation [1,2] - which after all is the residual symmetry of the path integral -
the ghost fields are getting mixed with the gauge fields. We are led to conclude that we should 
consider all the fields - including the ghosts - as different components of just a single object, 
which should play the central role in the quantization procedure. 

We may raise the question, why the BRST concepts are of relevance in quantum theory 
only. It is indeed remarkable that the BRST formalism is rooted in classical mechanics [9,10] as 
follows from the analysis of classical constrained systems [4-6]: 

One says that a classical system with phase space variables (x,p) is constrained or possesses 
a gauge invariance, if the Legendre transforation between the velocities and the momenta is 
singular. This means that not all the velocities can be expressed by momenta. As a consequence 
some of the Euler-Lagrange equations reduce to the so-called constraints 

Gi{x,p) = Q i = l,...,m, (2.1) 

which define the constraint surface in phase space. Gauge transformations are defined as canon
ical transformations, whose generators are the constraints Gi(q,p). We have 

6iF = {F,Gi}PB, (2.2) 

where F(x,p) is an arbitrary phase space function. We allow for constraints of varying Grass-
mann parity and generally understand Poisson brackets as the appropriately graded ones. For 
simplicity of the presentation we restrict ourselves in the following to constraints being "fir3t 
class", i.e. fulfilling 

{G<,GJ}PB = /4(*,P)G*. (2.3) 
We now extend the original phase space (i,p) —»(x,p,rf,Pi) by introducing to every constraint 
Gi a canonically conjugate pair of variables if, Pi, 

{Pi^)PB = -Ski. (2.4) 

By definition rf and Pi have Grassmann parity opposite to the one of the constraint Gi; they 
are called classical ghosts. We assign the ghost numbers 

nerf = -ngPi = 1, ngx = ngp = 0, (2.5) 

and the rule that the ghost number of a product is the sum of the ghost numbers of the factors. 
It is a fundamental theorem [3] that to every Hamiltonian system with first class constraints 
one can associate a Grassmann-odd, real BRST generator Q, 

Q = rj'Gi + terms vanishing with ghost momenta, (2.6) 
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which has ghost number 1 and is characterized by its niipotency 

{Q,Q)PB = O. (2.7) 

For simplicity we did not bother to write out all the terms in the definition (2.6) of Q. The 
general expression dej._nds on the algebra of the constraints (2.3) and is derived in full detail 
in [3]. The terms explicitly writt n in (2.6) correspond to an abelian algebra of first class 
constraints. 

It is crucial to remark that no gauge fixing is needed for constructing Q and that the 
niipotency holds independently of the equations of motion. 

In quantum theory the canonical variables x,p as well as the ghosts rf,Pi become opera
tors and have to be represented on a linear space of states. Our convention for the (graded) 
commutators of the ghosts is 

W,iy± = «v (2.8) 
In a Schrodinger representation Q turns into a nilpotent operator, Q2 = 0, acting on wave func
tions ip(x,rf). We demand Q to become a selfadjoint operator with respect to an appropriately 
chosen scalar product [19,20], which, however, must be indefinite due to the niipotency of Q. 
As a consequence of the classical gauge symmetries the space of wave functions is too big and 
one has to look for the "physical" subspace with positive norm. The des-red restriction (we are 
frequently changing between wave function and bra-ket notation) obtains as [3] 

Qlphys) = o, (2.9) 

which generalizes the Dirac treatment [4] of constrained systems to the extended phase space 
situation. We note that the states \ij>) = Q\X) in im Q are physical, of zero norm and orthogonal 
to every physical state since 

(phys^) = (physlQA-) = 0. (2.10) 

Therefore we identify \ip) with \i>) + Q\X) and conclude that the physical space is really 
kerQ/im Q, i.e. the cohomology of the BRST operator Q. 

The rest of this section is devoted to the BRST construction of classical field theories from 
first quantized Hamiltonian systems [21-23]. The essential idea is to interpret the wave function 
rp(x,rf) as a classical gauge field, which is defined in extended configuration space (x,rf). The 
physical state condition Q\tp) — 0 can now be interpreted as a classical field equation, derived 
from the (free) classical action 

S = tW|V>. (2.11) 
This action shows a manifest invariance under the local "gauge" transformation 

W) = Q\A) (2.12) 

due to the niipotency of Q. We consider ^ to be of its most general form, receiving contributions 
from all possible ghost numbers. We may expand ip(z,rf) in powers of the ghosts if, with 
coefficient functions depending on the coordinates x only. These coefficient functions may finally 
be identified with the physical fields, the (Faddeev-Popov) ghest fields and some auxiliary 
fields, respectively. More precisely we start from specific classical constrained systems, with the 
dynamical variables being the particle's space-time coordinates as well as internal degrees of 
freedom, generating the spin. The models are chosen in such a way that the cohomology of 
the first quantized BRST operator Q describes particle states of some specific spin, eventually. 
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Such a construction can be performed systematically, see e.g. [24-26], and may be generalized 
to strings with infinitely many internal degrees of freedom [21-23]. 

It is our aim to discuss the second quantization of the gauge field theory defined by the 
action (2.11). 

3 Stochastic Quantization of Gauge Field Theories 
At the beginning of this section we restrict ourselves to a scalar field theory in Euclidean 
space time, described by the aclion 5E[^] . We recall the analogy between Euclidean quantum 
field theory and classical statistical mechanics, which is based on the identification of the path 
integral measure 2tyexp(—SE)/ J D<f>exp(-SE) with the Boltzmann distribution of a statistical 
system. As a consequence we can view the Euclidean Green functions as correlation functions 
of a statistical system in thermal equilibrium. 

In stochastic quantization [11,12] this formal analogy is carried one step further, allowing 
the system to start out of equilibrium at an arbitrary initial state. The equilibrium is then 
enforced, with a stationary probability distribution given by just the Euclidean path integral 
measure. The Euclidean quantum Green functions can be obtained as the equilibrium limits of 
thermal correlation functions; the latter are calculable by standard techniques of nonequilibrium 
statistical mechanics. 

We note that the concept of stochastic quantization may also be generalized for an ap
plication right away in Minkowski space [27,28]. Care, however, has to be taken, as now the 
Minkowski space Green functions are obtained as weak equilibrium limits in the distributional 
sense [27]. In less formal terms we may just apply Feynman's ^-prescription to guarantee the 
convergence. 

To be more specific we supplement the fields with an additional coordinate, the "fictitious" 
time, so that 4>(x) -* <p(x,t). This time t is the dynamical parameter, with respect to which the 
evolution of the nonequilibrium system is defined. We demand that <p{x,t) obeys a Langevin 
equation 

Wz,t)_ SSE 

-ir=tH(^r)+t{ *'*>' ( 3 > 1 ) 

where a Gaussian white noise £(x,t) with stochastic averages 

(f(*, tW, 0 ) = 2S(x - x')6(t - t') (3.2) 

has been introduced. By standard analytic methods we can solve (perturbatively) the Langevin 
equation (3.1) in terms of the noise field f(x,t); correlation functions of A are defined by per
forming stochastic averages over the noises. The construction of the Langevin equation (3.1) 
ensures that in the limit t -* oo equilibrium is reached and that the (equal time) correlation 
functions become identical to the corresponding quantum Green fuprtions [12] 

w-Um(^(x 1 , i ) . . . (Kxn,0)=(^x 1 ) . . .^ (x n ) ) . (3.3) 

This fact equivalently can be understood by studying the associated Fokker-Planck distribution. 
Next we address ourselves to gauge field theories. It is well known that the path integral 

measure for gauge fields is not normalizable, unless one introduces a gauge fixing term and 
the accompanying Faddeev-Popov fields in the action. In contrast a Langevin equation (3.1) 
associated to just the pure Yang-Mills action can be seen to be well defined. Due to the absence 
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of any gauge symmetry breaking term the quantization based on this Langevin equation is 
manifestly gauge covariant; by construction it is free of Faddeev-Popov ghost fields. Parisi and 
Wu raised the highly remarkable conjecture that all gauge invariant observables might correctly 
be calculated within this approach. Several convincing perturbative calculations support this 
assertion [29]; as a matter of fact, however, no general proofs have been given until now. For 
definiteness we assume in the following the general correctness of the Parisi-Wu approach for 
quantizing gauge field theories. 

There exists a modified formulation of the Parisi-Wu scheme for gauge theories, commonly 
referred to as Zwanziger's gauge fixing scheme [30]. It offers different insights and also advantages 
both at a technical and at a conceptual level. We, for instance, recall the nice analysis of the 
stochastic evolution of the Yang-Mills field [31] and a formal equivalence proof of stochastic 
quantization to the Faddeev-Popov modified path integral prescription [32]. As explained in the 
next section the Zwanziger scheme, however, does not seem to be of immediate relevance for 
our BRST stochastic quantization approach. We presently will therefore not discuss it in detail. 

The subsequent lines serve to recall «several interesting facts of the Parisi-Wu scheme for 
gauge fields. For simplicity of the presentation we discuss the Maxwell field, where in momentum 
space the Langevin equation obtains as 

^A,(k, t) = ik2PßVAv(k,t) + &(*, t). (3.4) 

Here PM„ denotes the transverse projection operator 

Pßv — 9*v j p - » "ßv — *nv ("'5) 

and (M is a noise field with the stochastic averages 

(U*. O ^ . 0 ) = -2<fc^4(* + k')6(t - t'). (3.6) 

We choose the space-time metric 0M„ = diag ( 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1) . The solution for Aß with vanishing 
initial value at t = 0 obtains straightforwardly as 

Aß(k,t) = f drle^-^P^ + (1 - PU?(k,T). (3.7) 
Jo 

The appearance of the projection operator (3.5) in the drift term of the free Langevin equation 
(3.4) is important and justifies a few comments. Due to its presence the transverse component 
of the gauge field feels exponential damping, whereas the longitudinal mode is undergoing 
unbounded diffusion. As a consequence the two point correlation cannot equilibrate, but shows 
a typical linear f-dependence 

{A„{k,t)M*,t)) = -UVp( l - *2**3') + 2<(1 - PU(2*)V(* + *')• (3.8) 

We recognize, however, that the (gauge invariant) transverse part of the two point correlation 
approaches an equilibrium limit, which is just the Landau gauge propagator. For clarification 
we recall that in the distributional interpretation 

-ft» p0-«""•>-»fit "•P-P< 1-«'""> = S4JÖ. < 3 ' 9 > 
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where p.p. denotes the principal part. 
The presence of a projection operator in the Langevin equation of a gauge field is a general 

feature in stochastic quantization. The projection operator is appearing even if it is not explicitly 
contained in the action from which the Langevin equation is derived. As an example we remind 
of the case of the linearized gravitational field [33]. There the quadratic action has a kinetic 
operator which is the difference of two specific projection operators in the space of symmetric 
tensor fields. The kinetic operator itself does not possess any projection operator property. In 
contrast to it the associated Langevin equation exhibits just a single projection operator which 
is formed from the previous kinetic operator and additional tensor operators [33,12]. 

The projection operator generally reflects and captures the gauge structure of the free gauge 
field theory. When calculating gauge invariant Green functions the dynamics of the Langevin 
equation leads to a complete cancellation of the diverging contributions of the diffusing gauge 
modes. In the equilibrium limit the finite remainders will give the standard results, eventually. 
In our opinion the Parisi-Wu stochastic quantization scheme for gauge fields is of fascinating 
elegance and simplicity: There is no need for any restriction for the gauge fields, when intending 
to quantize them. All the redundancies due to gauge copies cancel out automatically. 

4 BRST Stochastic Quantization 
In Sect. 2, we reviewed the construction of gauge invariant Lagrangians for classical gauge fields 
within the gauge independent BRST scheme. Being interested in the second quantization it 
seems conceptually highly advantageous to resort to a quantization scheme which does not need 
gauge fixing and therefore does not destroy the existing gauge invariances: We just recognized 
the Parisi-Wu stochastic quantization method as such a scheme and are going to propose now 
its generalization to the BRST formalism. 

In the last section we took an effort to point out the general presence of a projection operator 
in the gauge fields' Langevin equations. The crucial problem for our desired generalization 
becomes now, how to derive such a projection operator P from the free action (2.11) ard how 
to associate the corresponding Langevin equation. We propose to rely on geometric intuition 
and recall the geometric interpretation of the classical ghost coordinates [9,10]. With respect to 
taking Poisson brackets with the constraints (7; we can define vector fiels X{ 

XiF={F,Gi}pB i = l , . . . , m , (4.1) 

where again F(x,p) is an arbitrary phase space function. The Lie brackets of these vector 
fields can be seen to close on the constraint surface and are thus generating m-dimensional 
submanifolds, the so-called gauge orbns. Introducing one-forms dual to the vector fields and 
identifying them with the ghosts, we finally arrive at the interpretation of the ghosts being one-
forms along the gauge orbits. With ghosts being identified as differential forms and the gauge 
constiaints being viewed - c.f. (4,1) - as derivatives, one finally mav Interpret the nilpotent 
BRST operator Q = ifG{ + ... as a generalized exterior derivative operator. A hint on what to 
do next may be obtained from ordinary differential calculus on manifolds, where in addition to 
the exterior derivative d also a coderivative 6 is present. The latter is related to the fonneT by 
a Hodge duality conjugation and fulfills 

j? = 62 = 0, {d,t} = A, [d,A] = [6,A}-0. (4.2) 
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Above we introduced the Laplacian A. Amusingly, the normalized product of the derivative and 
coderivative operator is formally recognized as a projection operator P 

P = S^d, P2 = P. (4.3) 

The missing link for our construction of P is now found in an appropriate coderivative BRST 
operator Qc. Such an operator requires a generalized Hodge duality operation, which in turn 
implies the introduction of a metric gik in the BRST phase space. With the help of this metric 
the indices of the ghosts, as well as of the constraints, may be raised or lowered. An obvious 
proposal for this co-BRST operator was given in [34,35] by exchanging allcver in Q the role of 
the ghosts and of the ghost momenta 

if - F« = gikPk, P,^fH = 9ikVk (4-4) 

so that 
Qc = P*Gi -f terms vanishing with the ghosts. (4.5) 

Above we introduced the inverse metric $* 

gikS* = 4 / (4.6) 

and for simplicity again omitted the details in the expression for Qc. It follows from the con
struction of Qc that it also is a nilpotent and selfadjoint operator 

Q] = 0, Ql = Qc, (4.7) 

whereas the Jacobi identities imply 

lQ,{Qc,Q}] = lQe,{Qc,Q}] = o. (48) 

Provided that there exists a subclass of metrics, such that the anticommutator {QC,Q} is 
invertible (this wfll be seen to be the case e.g. for the relativistic point particle, the spinning 
particle and the bosonic string; see the next sections), then a projection operator P can formally 
be defined as 

P = Qc{Qc,Q}-lQ, P 2 = P. (4.9) 
We note that P is not selfadjoint, but rather obeys 

& = Q{Qc,Q}-1Qc = l-P. (4.10) 

Somewhat unexpectedly there appears a large freedom in the choice of the metric g,k, which 
induces a metric dependence for the projection operator P. This point will be analyzed in 
the next sections and seen to be related to the arbitrariness of the conventional gauge fixing 
procedure. 

We rewrite the action (2.11) in the position-space representation (keeping for simplicity the 
same symbols for Q and Qc) 

S=\jdDxWz)m{x)) (4.11) 

and associate the Langevin equation 

l!K*,0) = iQcQ\4>(x,t)) + |f(«,0>. (4.12) 
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The stochastic averages of the noise are demanded as 

(|*(x,0)({fy,Ol) = lQc6D(* - *0*(« - *')• (4-13) 

The last three equations (4.11) - (4.13) are the basic relations of the BRST stochastic quantiza
tion scheme. First of all we note that the drift term of the Langevin equation can be rewritten 
in a form, which explicitly exhibits the projector operator P, which has been our strategy for 
setting up the BRST stochastic scheme, after all. Indeed we simply have 

QcQ = {Qc,Q}P. (4.14) 

Further one might wonder about the justification of modifying the usual expression (3.2) of the 
noise correlations to the form given in (4.13). We motivated the inclusion of Qc in the drift term 
(4.14) by the need to introduce a projector operator in the gauge field's Langevin equation. The 
further appearance oiQe in the noise correlation (4.13), however, follows by formally applying 
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. This theorem states that a well defined stochastic process 
may identically be reformulated by simultaneously changing both the drift term and the noise 
correlations by a positive "kernel" operator [12]. For a stochastic process which is not well 
defined a rigorous application of the theorem is not possible, but may serve as indication of 
what to do, nevertheless. Presently we are in exactly such a situation, as the stochastic process 
(4.12), (4.13) without the introduction of the co-BRST operator Qc (i.e- by naively omitting 
Qc in (4.12) and (4.13)) would not be well defined: This derives from the oddness of the BRST 
operator Q, which would imply an unacceptable mismatch of Grassmann parity on the left and 
right hand side of the naive Langevin equation, respectively. Similarly the naive drift operator 
Q could not lead to damping nor to a proper equilibrium distribution. We may summarize 
our procedure (4.11) - (4.13) in saying that the previously ill-defined stochastic process with 
niipotent drift operator Q became well defined by introducing another nilpotent operator, the 
"kernel" Qe. 

We mention that related techniques were already successfully applied in the case of fermions 
[36] (problem of negative modes of the Dirac operator) and the gravitational field [33] (non-
positivity of the Euclidean action) as well as generally for complex drift terms [37]. 

We discuss now the gauge covariance (it is in fact an invariance) of the Langevin equation 
(4.12). This property is established in the Parisi-Wu scheme when performing a fictitious time 
independent gauge transformation [12]. In our case the invariance of (4.12) follows similarly, as 
the fictitious time derivative remains unchanged and as the projection operator P annihilates 
all gauge transforms of \tp); the noise - per definition - does not transform. 

We hurry now to write down the solution to (4.12) with |V>(*, 0)) = 0 

\i>(k, t)) = f «fr(e i«"W ,-T>P + (1 - P))\t(k, T)). (4.15) 
Jo 

We transformed into momentum space, still denoting the BRST operators as before. We will 
show now that in contrast to the Parisi-Wu scheme the presence of Qc in the noise correlation 
(4.13) cancels out the diffusion of the gauge modes. Indeed, using (4.7), (4.8) and (4.13), (4.15) 



(4.16) 

we straightforwardly find 

(|*(M)XW;,«)|) = 

= 2(2*)D6D{k + *')/o rfr(e*W«>«>(«-T)p + 1 - P)ge(e*««*>< f-T>Pt + 1 - Pt) = 

Therefore we have 

(MM))WMI) = (PMM))MMI) = (MMHWMIP*). (4-17) 
Provided that {Qc,Q}\sa. positive operator (which is the case for the relativistic point particle, 
the bosonic string and - in some modified form, see Sect. 6 - also for the spinning particle) we 
derive from (3.9) the equilibrium limit of the stochastic two point function 

(|*(*)> W*0I = w- Km W*,I)W(MI) = i{2tfSD{k + k')j^fö). (4.18) 
We repeat that we obtained a well defined propagator without the diverging gauge mode's 
contribution. At this point it is interesting to observe that a modification of the free Langevin 
equation (4.12) by the inclusion of a Zwanziger's gauge fixing term of the form QQe\i>) does not 
lead to a different, but just the same propagator (4.18). The reason for this is the same as for 
the gauge mode's cancellation: All the extra contributions to (4.15) arising from the Zwanziger 
tei«r are proportional to the longitudinal projector 1 - P, which, however, are annihilated as 
consequence of the presence of Qc in the noise correlations (4.13). We prefer to presently not 
discuss the Zwanziger scheme in more detail. 

The fact that the Langevin equation (4.12) with the noise averages (4.13) is leading to 
well converging stochastic correlations may be taken as an encouraging sign to study the cor
responding Fokker-Planck probability distribution p[4>,t)- We temporarily prefer to work for 
simplicity in Euclidean space, where by standard techniques [12] we associate to (4.12) - (4.13) 
the Fokker-Planck equation 

Again in sharp contrast to the Parisi-Wu case we directly find a normalizable stationary solution, 
which is simply 

/ J M = exp[- i j dDx^Kx)\Q\i>{x)))6{Q^). (4,20) 

Above we formally introduced a delta function for the gauge fixing condition 

Qc\i>(*)) = 0. (4.21) 

The proof of stationarity is easy; it relies on representing the delta function of the gauge fixing 
condition by an exponential, involving a Lagrangian multiplier field \ß{x)). Stationarity follows 
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because the functional derivative 6/6{ij>\ acting on the first term of p' 4^] just gives rise to a 
cancelling contribution; acting on tho gauge fixing part, eventually, it brings down a factor of 
Qc which however, annihilates with the "kernel" Qc. 

We discuss now shortly the standard path integral quantization, corresponding to the sta
tionary distribution ff'ty] of eq. (4.20). We define (now again in Minkowski space) the generating 
functional 

Z[J] = NJlDflexviiJ <.Dx(i(V>(*)|gM*))+ (J(*)|V(*)»WQcV0- (4-22) 

We shift IV'(I)) into |0(x)) + |X(x)), where we need for consistency 

Qc\X{x)) = 0 (4.23) 

and where we demand 
Q\X(x)) = \J(x)). (4.24) 

The generating functional may then be recast into 

Z[J] = N . exp[ i |d D x(J(x) \ jg^\J(x) ) ) . (4.25) 

This leads after twofold differentiation with respect to \J(x)) to the same propagator zs discussed 
previously in (4.18). 

5 The Relativistic Spin 0 Particle 
As the first explicit application of the BUST stochastic quantization scheme we study now the 
case of the relativistic spin 0 particle. Its well known reparametrization invariant action [5,6] 
gives rise to a single bosonic first class constraint 

G = k2 - m2. (5.1) 

Our choice for the space time metric g"" is as in the last section; we are applying implicitly the 
Feynman ^-prescription. Corresponding to the single constraint (5.1) we introduce a conjugate 
pair of Grassmannie.n ghosts 

{V,P}=1, 772 = P 3 = 0, (5.2) 

and obtain, in momentum space, the BRST operator 

Q = V(k2-m2), Q2 = 0. (5.3) 

The vacuum is defined by [38] 

p | - )= :0 , H i l - ) = i, H - > = o, (5.4) 

and the most general real state vector \ip(k)) is just 

hK*)> = (#*) + x(*h)l->, (5.5) 
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where <p(k) and \(k) are arbitrary real functions of the momentum it. We use an explicit matrix 
representation for the anticommuting ghosts 

such that the vacuum, the state vector and the BRST operator obtain as, respectively, 

We introduce now a hermitean matrix M 

M = ( B - C ) ' A=A*' C = C % ( 5 - 8 ) 

and define a scalar product 

Mk)\m) s(m, x(k))M ( JS ) (5.9) 

such that the matrix representation of Q becomes hermitean with respect to it. The condition 
for this reads 

Q^M = MQ (5.10) 
and leads to the restrictions C = 0, B* = B. Imposing the second and third condition of (5.4) 
we obtain B — 1 and A = 0, respectively, so thz.t we obtain for M 

•CO-
We observe that with respect to the scalar product (5.9), (5.11) the ghost operators r) and 
P are represented as hermitean matrices, too. Furthermore we explicitly obtain in our chosen 
representation 

(m\=W))1M = (X(k),m)- (5.12) 
As there exists only one constraint (5.1) the most general metric in the ERST phase space 
depends on just a nonvanishing function a(k) 

r)-+a{k)P, P-^j-f- (5-13) 

The co-BRST operator Qe obtains therefore as 

Q e = o(fc)P(*»-m 8), # = 0, (5.14) 

and 
{Qc,Q) = o,(k){k*-m2)2. (5.15) 

We recognize that the projection operator P becomes manifestly metric (i.e. a(k)-) independent, 
as 

»-1/ 

- ( ! ! ) • 

P = Qc{Q c,Q}-1Q = P»7= * " • (5.16) 
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Corresoonding to the general formula (4.18) we now specifically find the propagator 

(W*)><V(A0l) = ~ f ( l J ) *(* + k')(2*)4. (5.1*) 

Due to the presence of the projection operator P it is only the transverse <j> component of | V)» 
which leads to a nonzero propagator. We deduce for it the Klein-Gordon propagator 

WW*)) = (M)(hK*))W*)l) ( \ ) = jfc2~2* 4^ + k'){2*)4- ( 5 - 1 8 ) 

In contrast all the other component field correlations are vanishing identically 

(#fc)X(*')) = (x(*)X^)) = 0. (5.19) 

For completeness we may add the separate Langevin equations for the component fields, which 
equally well could have been used for deriving (5.18) and (5.19). We choose for convenience 

a = (Jt2 - m 2)" 1 (5.20) 

in (4.12) an'i set 
\0 = (t + <v)\-)- (5-21) 

The Langevin equations obtain as 

&=i(k2-m2)<t> + Z, (5.22) 

X = C, (5-23) 
with correlations derived from (4.13) as 

( « M ) W ) ) = (2*)42«4(* r **)*(* - t'), 
(5.24) 

6 The Relativistic Spin 1/2 Particle 

The spin 1/2 degrees of freedom for a relativistic particle can be introduced by generalizing the 
local reparametrization invariant action of the relativistic spin 0 particle to a local world-line 
supersymmetric one [39-41]. This generalizatic requires the introduction of fermionic degrees of 
freedom, as a consequence of which one encounters a system of first aid second class constraints 
of mixed Grassmann parities. Naturally the quantization of such a constraired system needs 
more care (especially the proper treatment of the second class constraints [4,42]) and can be 
performed in different ways. We prefer to skip all these details here and rather start from a 
specific version [43] right away which offers great transparency. We consider the system of a 
Grassmannian and a bosonic constraint 

Gi = *"*„ - mf, (6.1) 

G2 = k2 - m2. (6.2) 
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The Grassmannian constraint G\ involves the first quantized fermionic degrees of freedom 6" 
and 0 5, which satisfy tha anticommutation relations 

{•",•"} = 2 i T , (6.3) 

{9s,6^} = - 2 . (6.4) 

As a consequence the constraints themselves obey 

{Gl,G1} = 2G2 (6.5) 

with all the other commutators vanishing. According to the general BRST procedure we intro
duce to the Grassmannian constraint G\ a corrugate pair of bosonic ghosts e and e fulfilling 

[e,e] = l. (6.6) 

For the bosonic constraint G2 we introduce as in the last section the Grassmannian bhosts rj and 
P, see (5.2). It was pointed out in the second reference of [19] that the 7 anticommuting operators 
0", 9s, r\ and P may preferably be given an 3-dimensional irreducible matrix representation. 
They are acting on 8-component Dirac spinors 1(1. Within the conventions of Bjorken and Drell 
[44] for the 7-E.atrices we represent the Grassmann operators by 

*" = -i7V®(j _J), *5 = -«V®(j _ j ) , (6.7) 

and by 

» • ( J ! ) . ' - ( X I ) - m 

In the above relations we introduced the 4 x 4 unit matrix 1. Similarly the constraints are 
represented as 

G1 = -i^-m)®(\ _jV (6.9) 

G2 = (k2-m2)®( J j V (6.10) 

As a consequence of the algebra (6.5) the general formula for the BRST operator Q [3] leads to 

Q = eÖi + TjG'i - Pe 2 , Q2 = 0. (6.11) 

which has the matrix representation 

«-(<*•-"$ ;£) • ( 6 1 2 ) 

Above we introduced as abbreviation 

D = 7 5( fi - m), D2 = m2- k2. (6.13) 
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Due to the presence of the bosonic ghosts the vacuum structure becomes somewhat more 
complicated. We assume the factorization of the ghost vacuum \Q) in a fennionic | - ) and a 
bosonic ghost vacuum |Ö) 

|Q)=|-)|Ö). (6.14) 

The fermionic vacuum |~) is denned similarly as in the spin 0 case and can now be represented 
as a 8-dimensional vector. All inner products being finite, |—) may consistently be normalized 
as in (5.4). In contrast the state space of the bosonic ghosts is infinite dimensional and one has 
to avoid singular inner products. Specifically we define |Ö) by 

e|Ö) = 0 (6.15) 

so that we may interpret |Ö) as a zero "ghost momentum" eigenstate. The only finite inner 
product one can consider relies on introducing a corresponding zero "ghost position" eigenstate 
JO), with 

e|0> = 0, (0|Ö) = (Ö|0) = 1. (6.16) 

For the following it is convenient to rather represent the bosonic ghost operators e and e as 
creation operators acting on the vacua |Ö) and |0), respectively. By convention we choose c to 
be hennitean, which implies, as a consequence of (6.6), antihermJticity for c. Wre furthermore 
introduce the intertwining operators 6 and 6 [45], which are defined as 

6 = |0><0|, 6 = |Ö)(Ö|, (6.17) 

and which satisfy 
e6=6e = e6=6e=0, 666 = 6, 666=6. (6.18) 

The general state vector |¥(&)} on which Q is acting is in our representation written as 

, , ( f c ) > Ä ( 2 * ) ) , ö > ' (6,19) 

Here if;(k) and x(*) denote 4-dimensional Dirac spinors, which themselves are arbitrary poly
nomials in the creation operator e and both are acting on the bosonic ghost vacuum |Ö). Their 
decomposition into powers of e reads 

V>(*) = £ WV, X(*0 = £ Xn(k)en. (6.20) 
n=0 n=0 

If we would try now to define a classical action for the gauge field \9(k)) by simply gener
alizing the construction (4.11) to the BRST operator (6.12) we would encounter several severe 
problems: Most seriously we recognize the appearance of a singular inner product of the bosonic 
ghost vacua |Ö). In addition the simple generalization would lead to a Klein-Gordon operator 
as the kinetic term for the Dirac field, which is not acceptable neither. These difficulties are 
in fact well known in superstring field theory [46] and we can obtain from there the answer to 
both problems! We recall that the Ramond string in specific describes a relativistic spin 1/2 
particle as its center of mass excitation, so that, the zero mode content of the Ramond string 
field is identical to our state vector |$(k))- The solution for the just mentioned problems found 
in superstring field theory relies on the introduction of the inverse picture changing operator Y 
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[47,46] and the substitution of QY instead of Q for the construction of the free action (4.11). 
The zero mode truncation of the inverse picture changing operator reads [48] 

Y=ri{6e-e6). (6.21) 

It anticommutes with the BRST operator 

{Q,Y} = 0 (6.22) 

and we get the simple result 

( : : ) QY=-GlV6=-iD6\ J J J. (6.23) 

Similarly as in the spin zero case we again define a scalar product of the state vectors 9(k)) by 
introducing a hermitean matrix M. The obvious condition it has to fulfill now is to guarantee 
the hermiticity of QY 

(QY?M = MQY. (6.24) 

This implies 
C = 0, (iBDf = iBD (6.25) 

such that (up to an irrelevant real constant) 

B = »A*- (6.26) 

A further restriction on M derives from demanding hermiticity of both v and P, from which 
we infer that A — 0. The matrix M therefore is given by 

0 1 \ 
1 0) M = * r V I ; * I • (6-27) 

The classical gauge field action finally obtains as 

s = j rf4it(*(it)|gy|*(ifc)>, (6.28) 

where 
(*(*)| =(Ö|(V t(*),X t(*))M. (6.29) 

As a check of consistency we may insert the explicit expansions (6.19), (6.20) into the action 
(6.28), taking care of (6.18). We find the standard Dirac action 

S = fd^kM/c-Tn)^. (6.30) 

We now define the phase space metric implicitly by 

e - a(k)i, e -* -fr-e, 

f (6.3!) 
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As a consequence 
° 2 * n 2 _ , Qc = a e d + ßPG2 - -r,e\ Q\ = 0. (6.32) 

It seems difficult to associate to the action (6.28) a projection operator, as the simple prescrip
tion (4.9) no longer is correct. Help again comes from superstringfield theory, where in addition 
to the operator Y also the picture changing operator X is known [46-48]. It is defined as 

X = hsQe - eQ6) = SGt - P(h + e6) (6.33) 

and satisfies, similarly as the inverse picture changing operator 

{Q,X} = 0. (6-34) 

Most remarkably we recall that the product of the two picture changing operators defines a 
projection operator, as 

{XYf = XY. (6.35) 

This property enables us to finally define the desired projection operator P entering the 
Langevin equation by generalizing (4.9) to 

P = QdQcQVQXY, P 2 = P. (6.36) 

Proving Ihe projection operator property is easy by applying (6.22), (6.34) and (6.35). It seems 
interesting to demonstrate now the metric independence of the projection operator P. Without 
loss of generality we choose, after an overall rescaling, for simplicity ß = G2

X. 
Straightforwardly one gets 

{Qc, Q} = G2 + a[G2{2ei - 1) - 2PG,e] + a2G2[-2G^i + »?PcV + Pt\tH\ (6.37) 

Factorizing out G2 one may abbreviate the expression by 

{Q c,Q} = G 2 { l - a l l + 0( . . . e ) + 0( . . .P)] + Q 2 [0( . . .c)+. . .0( . . .P)]>. (6.38) 

Furthermore we have 
QcQXY = (1 - a)G2Pr)M (6.39) 

so that the projection operator becomes 

P = {Qc,Qrl{\-a)G2PV~to. (6.40) 

Excluding the value a = 1 we perform now a formal power series expansion of {Qc, Q}~1 with 
respect to or. We recognize that all the 0(,.,e) and 0(...P) terms are dropping out when 
acting on Prj66\ the (1 - a) factors cancel. We thus obtain the metric independent result for 
the projection operator 

P = i V * = ( j J)««. (6.41) 
The Langevin equation associated to P is found by noting that 

(-QcX)'QY = {Qe,Q}P. (6.42) 
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Therefore one obtains 
l*(*. 0 ) = iQcQXYMk, *)) + K(*, «)) (6.43) 

with the stochastic averages 

(Ifljfc, !))<((*, 01) = -QcX • 2(2*)V(* - k')6(t - O. (6.44) 

The equilibrium limit of the two point function may be calculated straightforwardly due to the 
presence of the bosonic operator Gi (see [36]) in (6.39) and by (3.9). It gives 

( i # ( * ) > < t ( * o i ) = | ! ä S ( a r ) < < 4 ( i t " k']" f r ™ ( 2 , r ) V ( f c -k>)- (6-45) 

We note that 

Uk) = 4l° = W*)| ( J ) (-»)75|0>, (6.46) 

^b(*) = {0|(l,0)|»(ft)). (6.47) 

By projecting in a similar way on the general correlation (6.45) anc: by inserting the explicit 
representations for G\, Gi, P - eq. (6.9), (6.10), (6.8), respectively - we exactly obtain the 
Dirac propagator 

All the other components' two point correlations can easily be seen to vanish either due to the 
presence of P or 6 in (6.45). This again can b* understood as a consequence of the presence of 
P in (6.43): Projecting with it on the general state I*) it just renders the 0o component field. 

7 The Bosonic String 
In the two previous chapters we gained some experience in the second quantization of con
strained systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom. In this section we will now study 
the more interesting case of the bosonic string. Whereas the relativistic spinless and spinning 
particb systems are related to the Klein-Gordon and Dirac field theories, respectively, which 
do not have any residual gauge invariance, we now expect new structures in our formalism due 
to the remaining gauge field degrees of freedom. 

With respect to the infinitely many bosonic Virasoro constraints Ln, having the classical 
Poisson bracket relations 

{ I m , Ln}pB = »("»- n)Lm+n (7.1) 
we introduce infinitely many Grassmannian ghosts, which we denote as c n and bn. We follow 
the conventional nomenclature ' - string theories, our conventions are as in [49]. Upon first 
quantization we have the anticommutators 

{cn,bm} = 6n-m, n ,m€{0 ,± l ,±2 , . . . } , (7.2) 

and recall for completeness that 

( c r f = c - n , (&„)' = <>-«. (7.3) 
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We assign the ghost numbers as 

n„cn = -ngbn = 1, n € {0, ±1, ±2, . . . } , (7.4) 

and work in the critical dimension D = 26, choosing the intercept 1. The BRST operator is 
well known and reads [38] 

Q = c°Ä+&oT + 9, (7.5) 

where 

H = L0 - 1 + f ; k(c~kbk + b.kc
k), (7.6) 

Jt=i 
00 

T = -2"£kc-kck

1 (7.7) 
k=\ 

? = (*+<**, (7.8) 

d = £ c~kLk - £ ) (I(* - * )r- kc-'fc f c + / + (2/ + fc)6_kc-V+']. (7.9) 

The nilpotency of Q follows from 

[H,T] = [B,q] = *, q2 = ~HT, (7.10) 

which can be proven for the critical values of the space time dimension as well as of the intercept. 
The string degrees of freedom are given by its center of mass position and momentum, as 

well as by the infinitely many oscillator modes o{(. As a consequence the full string field vacuum 
|ft) is the product of the oscillator vacuum |0) and the ghost vacuum | - ) , satisfying 

I") = |0>|->, (7.11) 

a*|0) = 0, (0|0) = 1, fee {1,2,. . .} , (7.12) 

M - ) = h\~) = ck\-) = 0, <~|co|-> = 1 , * e {1,2,. . .}. (7.13) 

We remind that the matter state vacuum (7.12) should not be confused with the bosonic ghost 
vacuum (6.15), (6.16) from the previous section. We define the general string field |$(fc)) by 

|t(fc)> = ( * ( * ) + * * / ) ! « > . (7.i4) 

where if)(k) and <f>(k) are arbitrary polynomials in the creation operators a.*, &_*, c~*. It 
is important to point out that we do not restrict l*(fc)) to carry some specific overall ghost 
number, but allow its most general form. 

We introduce a metric in the BRST phase space by letting 

c" - b~n = g-nmbm 

(7.15) 
l>n • * C-n = 9-nmCn rim 

We do not discuss in generality the possible choices of the metric, but restrict ourselves to a 
specific subclass, given by 
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gtk = a6t+k

0, l,k£ {±1,±2, . . .} . (7.17) 

We choose a as an iiuinitesimaliy small real parameter; H is the BRST extended Hamiltonian 
from (7.6). The above choice leads to 

c° -> —fco, ck -• abkt 

bo -+ He0, bk 

1 
— t 

(7.18) 
k 

a 
As a consequence we obtain for the co-BRST operator Qc 

Qc = b0He + c°Tc + qc, Ql = 0, (7.19) 

where 

Hc = 1, (7.20) 

Tc = -2a 2 f f f ;*6_ k & f c , (7.21) 

qc=de\-d\, (7.22) 
00 00 1 

dc = a { £ b.kLk - £ [-(fc - *)*-*&-/C*+' + (2* + k)c-kb.tbkH]}. (7.23) 

We remark that the nilpotency of Qc is assured as consequence of the relations 

[H,TC) = [11,*] = 0, *» = -T e , (7.24) 

which are analogous to (7.10). Due to the presence of just Grassmannian ghosts the projection 
operator P again is given by the general formula (4.9). In the present case, however, we do 
not succeed to exactly determine P, but instead are able to obtain it in an approximation for 
infinitesimally small a. To lowest order in a we arrive at 

{QC,Q} = H{\ + jjbo[T,qc] + L{qc,q}) +0(a2) (7.25) 

which can be inverted by power series expansion in a. In contrast to the relativistic p- rticle 
systems of spin 0 and spin 1/2 we discover a metric dependent projection operator P. To Iwwest 
order in a we obtain from (4.9), using the inverse of (7.25) 

Pa = Po + jjiqe - jilc, <l})Q, P = Pa + 0(a2). (7.26) 

Above we introduced the siinpie, a-independent projection operator Po 

Po = ^ , P 0 = Po, (7.27) 

which has been noted already [50] in a different context. Due to our approximation P«, can no 
more be an exact projection operator. It, however, satisfies 

P* = P o + 0 ( a 2 ) (7.28) 
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which can be checked straightforwardly using the relations (7.10) and (7.24). For convenience 
we also note the explicit zero mode decomposition of P a 

P* = fcc° + jj(-q + ^qqcq)bo + (1 - jqqc)boC° + jqcqc%. (7.29) 

The construction of the associated Langevin equation is clear, see eq. (4.12) and (4.13), and 
needs not to be repeated here. We also just quote the equilibrium limit of the two point function, 
following from (4.18) 

( |f (*))<t(*0l) = i ( 2 * ) V ( * + k')[± + ±(qe - | { , c ,q} ) } + 0(a>). (7.30) 

We realize that our choice of metric (7.16), (7.17) for the BRST phase space induces a metric 
dependence in the propagator. This, of course, is just a consequence of the metric dependent 
projection operator P a implying metric dependent Lar.gevin equations. We will see now that 
the metric dependent propagator (7.30) is just the standard string field propagator (this surely 
also follows from the general analysis (4.?2) - (4.25)): Indeed we recognize in the a-independent 
part of it the string field propagator in the Siegel gauge [21]. The 0(a) contribution constitutes 
a string field generalization of the covariant f-gauge, known from the Maxwell field. For clari
fication we work out the above results at the zero mass level of the string field. At we have no 
ghost number restriction for !$(&)) it contains a sextet of component fields 

|¥(*)> = {iAM(k)ofL1 + ^(fc)c-1 + V(*)&-i + (*a„(*)«-i + m e - 1 + x(*)&-i)c°}|fl). (7.31) 

Here A,,, j> and i> denote the Maxwell and the Faddeev-Popov fields, respectively; Bß, \ and 
X are specific auxiliary fields. A similar expansion as (7.31) can be given also for the noise field 
|(), so that the Langevin equations, the noise correlations and the two point functions for all 
component fields can easily be found (for a different approach see also [51]). We do not bother 
to write out all these relations explicitly, but just quote as an example the photon propagator 

(A»(k)A"(k)) = « ß K c P l t W X t ^ K ^ i n » = - ( 2 T ) 2 6 ^ 2 6 ( H * ' ) ] i ( 5 ' " ' - 4 a ^ ) + 0 ( a 2 ) . 

(7.32) 
We see that it agrees with the standard photon propagator in the covariant f-gauge by putting 
4 = 1 - 4a. 

We note that similarly as in the previous sections only "transverse" (with respect to applying 
P a ) correlations are nonzero. It is therefore instructive to work out in detail the action of the 
projection operator P 0 at the mass'ess level. We evaluate 

| * ) P = Pa|*> (7.33) 
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obtaining 

Xj = ür - lat&XAT - 2 ^ X ) 

p = ( l -2a)(^ + 2^fl") 

1? = v 
(7.34) 

* ? = ad,(^ + 2 | B " ) 

X P = 0 

X P = - a f t , ( A " - 2 ~ x ) . 

With these results we may check explicitly the projection operator property (7.28) upon iteration 
up to terms of 0(a2). Similarly we may directly verify thit the specific projections (7.34) 
remain invariant under the gauge transformations derived from 6|¥) = Q\A). It seems amusing 
that we find in the case of the Maxwell field system a one parameter family of projection 
operators (7.34), instead of having just the single usual transverse projection operator (3.5). 
We understand this to be due to the presence of the maximal number of component fields which 
itself is a consequence of not restricting |*) to some specific ghost number. 

As a last remark in this section we discuss the BRST transformations [1,2] of the photon 
field and the Faddeev-Popov fields. The specific form of these transformations can be extracted 
from 

W * ) > = <?!•(*)) (7-35) 

and reads 

W = 2 x - M " , hx = |aM(2Ä" + ^ ) (7-36) 

a 
6Qip = ü, SQX = •£$• 

We recognize that the specific linear combination 2% — dvA" of the auxiliary field x and the 
photon Aß can be identified with the standard BRST auxiliary field. This auxiliary field together 
with Aß, i> and i> would constitute the usual BRST quartet of fields [52] which is in our case 
replaced by the sextet Aß, ij>. i}>, Bß, \ a n a < Xt however. 

8 Interactions 

The introduction of interactions for the classical gauge fields ip(x, rj) constitutes a challenging 
problem for our covariant formalism. As a first step we discuss the simple cane of coupling the 
relativistic point particle and- the spinning particle to an external abelian background gauge 
field Aft. This essentially is achieved by applying the minimal substitution rule dß —• #M + ieA 
in Q and Qc. For the relativistic point particle, with the simple choice Qc = P, the gauge 
covariant generalization of the Langevin equation (4.i2) is immediate and implies instead of 
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(5.22) 
j>=i[(id-eA)2-m2)<l> + { (8.1) 

as well as (5.23) - (5.24). This agrees with the standard stochastic treatment of an electromag-
netically coupled charged scalar field [11,12]. 

In the case of the spinning particle the coupling to the external gauge field requires a more 
subtle modification of the constraints (6.1) - (6.2): It becomes necessary not only to insert 
covariant derivatives in G\ and G% but also to introduce an extra term (the "spin" term) in G% 
so that the constraint algebra can be maintained in its original form (6.5) [43]. Explicitly we 
have now 

d{A) r- f ( i0„ - eAJ - mB* (8.2) 

G2(A) = (#„ - eAJiid" - eA") - m 2 - ^F^9"'. (8.3) 

Going through steps similar as in section 6 we arrive at the Langevin equation 

hfr) = iG5(A)P|*) + |C> (8.4) 

as well as at 
(K(*,0>{£(^t')l) = -P'6G1(A)26\x - x')S(t -1'). (8.5) 

This implies for the physical zero ghost component V>o the equation 

j ; 0 = i(iP-efl + m)(iß-e A-m)il>o + Zo (8.6) 

where the noise correlations are given by 

(&(M)6>(x',0) = 2(i p- e A + m)S*(x - *')*(' - <')• (8-7) 

We see that we have nicely rederved the bosoüzed covariant Langevin equation of [53,12], 
describing the fermionic ipo field coupled to an external background field A„. 

A far more interesting problem arises if we intend to introduce self interactions for the gen
eral gauge field il>{x,r)). Given an arbitrary constraint sys~em (2.3), (2.6) it seems, however, 
difficult to associate self interactions generally. Only for special systems geometrical considera
tions dictate the form of the multi field vertices. We intend to presently discuss the relatively 
easy case of the interacting spin zero system, relating it to scalar field theories with (arbitrary) 
polynomial self interactions (see also e.g. [54-57]). 

The starting point for introducing self interactions in the spin zero system is the definition 
of an appropriate state vector vertex, which defines how to associate a new state vector to the 
product of several other ones. The pointlike interactions of the relativistic particles immediately 
imply the definition of the n-state vertex being a complete delta function overlap at the space-
time meeting point [54], restricting all ghost coordinates to zero [55]. Omitting for simplicity of 
notation the space-time part of the vertex, it is given by just 

|V)w « = ̂ l - h W h . - . ^ R n . (8.8) 

Here the sub (super) scripts denote the different Fock spaces. With the help of this vertex we 
define the most general polynomial action 

S = \WQ\i>) + £ ^ T l(1>\ • • -n(Wh,..n (8.9) 
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and perform quantizat'on by associating the Langevin equation 

Mi - iQc W > i + £ j~y 2(01 • • -nWha,.^J + IOi • (810) 

In the above equations Q and Qc are defined as in sect'on 5, N is an arbitrary integer corre
sponding to our choice of potential; the noise field |£) has correlations as defined previously in 
(4.13). 

We point out that both the action (8.9) as well as the Langevin equation (8.10) are invariant 
under the abelian gauge transformation (2.12), following from (8.8). 

It is very easy to repeat also in the interacting case the analysis for the Fokker Planck 
probability distributioc (4.19) - (4.20). We obtain as the normalizable stationary solution 

p"[V>] = e-sB6(Qcil>) (8.11) 

where Sg is the Euclideanized version of (8.9). Integrating out the auxiliary fields Qc\4>) we just 
arrive at the standard path integral measure of a self interacting scalar field theory 

p«[4>\ = exp(- ja+x^-U + m2)<H £ ^ V j ) (8.12) 

as we were out to show. 

9 Outlook 

In this paper we introduced the concepts of BRST stochastic quantization and applied it to sev
eral constrained systems. Our main conclusion was the manifest covariance of the quantization 
scheme and the geometric interpretation of the gauge fixing procedure. 

Several fascinating problems remain to be explored further on as especially is the case 
for the interacting bosonic string field [58] and for the generalization to super string fields. It 
furthermore seems promising to apply the formalism to Chern-Simons theories. There the choice 
of the physical space-time metric corresponds to selecting a specific gauge. Calculating gauge 
invariant quantities all the dependence on the chosen gauge - and herewith on the space time 
metric - will disappear. 
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